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Summer 2010 features fun, friendship, new experiences
Camp Horizons continued its tradition of friendship
and summer fun throughout its 28th season, as 535
campers converged on
camp for all sorts of activities, programs and special
events. This summer’s group
of campers was a diverse
one, with campers coming
from 11 different countries
and 18 different states and
the District of Columbia.
In addition to the United
States, campers came from
Austria, Bahrain, Bolivia,
China, France, Great Britain,
Italy, Russia, Spain and
Venezuela. Campers from
the United States came from Arkansas,
California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
South Carolina, Texas, Virginia and West
Virginia. Thanks to long-term campers Chloe
and Mia Berry, Stephen Bauer and Masha
Korina, who attended three or more sessions.

Horizons Equestrian Camp celebrated its
second season with one-week sessions at the
beginning and end of the summer season.
The girls, ages 9-14, were assigned a horse
of their own to take care of for the entire
week. While they had plenty of horse-related
activities, probably the favorite was swimming with the horses in Lake Philippa.
The Horizons Leadership program, a

Join us for our Fall Reunion Oct. 29-31
Horizons campers, counselors and friends – mark your calendars for our
annual Fall Reunion on Halloween weekend, Friday, Oct. 29 through Sunday, Oct.
31. We’re planning a wonderful weekend, with lots of activities and plenty of time
to share memories, relive those great times at Horizons, and catch up with camp
friends and staff. The Fall Reunion also is a wonderful time to enjoy the spectacular fall colors of the Shenandoah Valley and participate in some of great camp
activities.
Join us for pumpkin carving, wagon rides, high ropes, hiking, horseback riding, the Polar Bear Plunge (only for the bravest of our Horizons family!), campfires with s’mores, a Halloween Extravaganza, stories, skits and other camp
favorites.
The per-person cost for the weekend is $130, which includes meals, lodging and
all activities (bring your own sleeping bags, pillows and towels). We’re also offering an optional shuttle service from Fair Oaks Mall for $70 round trip.
For more information or to register for our Fall Reunion, please visit our web
site, www.CampHorizonsVA.com. Hope to see you there!

four-week experience for rising
seniors, featured training in leadership, team building, group dynamics, conflict resolution and more.
The Leadership campers lived in
cabins with younger campers, and
helped lead programs and activities
in camp. They also had plenty of
fun activities just for them – like an
overnight canoe trip, special dinners and a trip to the Via Ferrata
rock climbing experience in West
Virginia. New this year, Leadership
campers planned a community
service project that they will implement at home, and presented their
project plan to other Leadership
campers. Leadership campers were
Luke Dahill, Sam Fine, Logan
Fraley, Anna Gregoriou, Gina Lorenzetti,
Xavier Knox, Ben McGhee, Natalie Reneau
and Kayla Van Scoy.
This year also marked the first time
Explorer campers could choose the Via
Ferrata rock climbing adventure as an optional activity. The Via Ferrata, near Circleville,
W.Va., is a guided climbing route with a
permanently installed safety system. While
the experience is challenging, campers were
thrilled with the opportunity to scale rock
faces, reach high peaks and marvel at West
Virginia's beautiful views.
Camp Horizons started a composting
project to reduce kitchen waste and teach
campers and staff about turning waste that
would otherwise end up in the landfill into
organic fertilizer for our camp garden. The
garden also was a huge success, producing
lots of fresh produce for our dining hall with
enough left over to donate to food banks.
Thanks to all campers and parents who
have completed the on-line survey about
your camp experience. If you have not
had the opportunity to do so, please take
a few minutes to complete the survey:
www.surveymonkey.com/s/Survey_2010_
CampHorizons. Your feedback is very helpful as we think about ways to better serve
our campers.

The
Director's
Corner
As always, we at
Camp Horizons enter
the fall season with
mixed emotions. The
weather is turning
cool and crisp, and the
leaves are changing into a kaleidoscope
of reds, yellows and oranges. What a
beautiful time to be in the Shenandoah
Valley.
But we also miss the contagious
energy, non-stop activity and fun that
are part of summer at Camp Horizons.
Many thanks to all our great campers
and dedicated staff for making Summer
2010 such a memorable one.
This summer we also enjoyed hosting an Operation Purple Camp as a
way to give back to military families.
Operation Purple, a program of the
National Military Family Association,
is for military children with a deployed
parent. We had 100 campers from
across Virginia and beyond, and a great
week of camp activities and special
military-themed events. Thank you to
all of the military families who serve
our country each day!
I'm pleased to announce a new
partnership with Camp Up with People,
affiliated with the international Up with
People organization. The new camp
program will provide hands-on experience in performing arts, leadership
and global citizenship for youth 15-17.
Additionally, it will offer a creative
performing arts experience featuring
music, dance and stage productions for
all our campers. Please see the article
on Page 4 for more information.
Have a great fall, enjoy the start of
the new school year, and keep in touch!
John Hall
“Life is for Living”
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Thanks to our incredible 2010 staff!
The backbone of the wonderful summer camp season at Camp Horizons was
our talented, enthusiastic staff of counselors and support staff. The talents, passions
and love of children were evident in all
this team of 52 diverse, young adults did
this summer. Our staff represented the
countries of England, Poland, Argentina,
Northern Ireland, New Zealand, Colombia
and the United States. US staff members
were from the states of North Dakota,
Virginia, Maryland, California, New
York and Pennsylvania. Twenty-five staff
members were returning staff, and did an
outstanding job of mentoring our 27 firstyear staff.
A special thanks to our directors,
head counselors and activity leads, whose
leadership, organization, expertise and
love of camp ensured that our 28th season
was a stellar one! In addition to Camp

Executive Director John Hall and Director
of Administration Kim Betts, support staff
included Lori Ostrem, summer program
director; Chris Coventry, Explorer program director; Rayce Williams, Journey
program director; Anna Buchanan, equestrian director; Hannah Dunn
and Devin Hall, Journey head
counselors; Kaylie Metcalfe
and Bill Wides, Explorer
head counselors; Graham
Hollingdale, activities
coordinator; Pat
"Granny"
Ingrum, arts & crafts lead;
Jonathan Galbraith, arts
lead; Kristine McKerney,
aquatics lead; Amanda
Heaton, outdoors lead; and
Bruce Rosenwasser, nature lead.

CH Circle inducts 7 new members

Camp Horizons Circle,
an alumni group created to
acknowledge and reward the
ongoing commitment of staff
members to Camp Horizons
and its beliefs, philosophies
and programs, welcomes
seven 2010 inductees: Anna
2011 Circle Inductees are, left to right, Kristine
Buchanan; Gustavo Calvi;
McNerney, David Snowdon, Devin Hall, Hannah Dunn,
Hannah Dunn; Jonathan
Anna Buchanan, Gustavo Calvi and Jonathan Galbraith.
Galbraith; Devin Hall;
Kristine McNerney; and David Snowdon.
Circle recognizes staff members’ long-term commitment to Camp Horizons and to
the campers and fellow staff members who are here each session. CH Circle represents
the circle of life, friendship and loyalty that is created and sustained here at camp. CH
Circle symbolizes our concept of “We are many, we are one.”
To be eligible, staff members must successfully complete three full summers at
camp or an equivalent combination of summers and seasonal work.

Awards recognize outstanding Horizons staff
Six awards were given out to deserving staff members at our end-of-the-summer banquet. The staff
nominated individuals who went beyond the norm in their
counseling duties for each of these awards.

Shelley Davis Award
This award, created in memory of counselor Shelley Davis, who worked here
from 1998-2000, and passed away in
2004, recognizes staff members who
exemplify Shelley's spirit, enthusiasm,
energy and love of camp.

Shannon Wade & Grace Corapi

Jake Bogdonoff & Liz Heilbronner

Unsung Hero Award

Leadership Award

This award recognizes staff members
who worked tirelessly this summer, often
behind the scenes, and did not always get
the recognition they deserved.

This award recognizes up-and-coming
leaders who have demonstrated leadership
throughout the summer.

Jenny Walker & Adam Whitehall

Behind-the-scenes staff keep camp running smoothly
While our counselors and program
directors were perhaps the most visible
of our camp staff, many folks worked
tirelessly behind the scenes to make sure
that camp ran smoothly. Our thanks to
you all for the great support you

provided to ensure the success of Summer
2010.
Our talented dining services crew,
headed by Food Service Director Steve
Herrmann, included Jon Meador, Diane
Tinnell, Brad Branner, Jordan Richardson,
Jordan Leake, Daniel Hisey, Sara Popkins,
Lydia Selwood, JP Selwood, Ingrid Maki,
Laura Hyatt and Jennifer Shomo.
Facilities staff included Brent Yoder,

facilities director; Kenny Betts, facilities
manager; Carl Davis, Leslie Michael,
Tom Hall, Bill Blessing, Jose Cardozo,
Jesus Garcia and Tim Shifflet, facilities;
Tom McNeilus and Dexter Beyer, drivers; and Connie Flick and Doris Kent,
housekeeping.
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Camp Up with People!

Camp Horizons looks forward to partnership with new program

International perspectives, performing
arts, leadership, high-energy musical productions and community service. Those
are just a few of the components of a new
partnership between Up with People and
Horizons Learning Foundation. The partnership, Camp Up with People, for young
people ages 14-17, will launch its first
season next summer.
While Camp Up with People will
be based at Horizons at Valley Pike, a
short drive from Camp Horizons, the
new program will use facilities at camp
and participate in camp activities such as
horseback riding, swimming, sports and
outdoor adventure options, including the
low and high challenge courses, climbing
wall and Via Ferrata rock climbing adventure in West Virginia. Camp Horizons
will benefit from the partnership too, as

CUWP staff lead music, dance and production workshops for both CUWP and
Camp Horizons campers. Additionally,
CUWP will perform talent shows and
musical productions for the entire Camp
Horizons community.
The new program will focus on four
main areas: Performing Arts, Leadership,
Service and Culture. CUWP is expected
to attract staff and campers from around
the world, said CUWP Director Tim Lane.
“The camp has a global perspective. It
focuses on how to find your passion and
appreciate other people’s passions. It’s
about learning about yourself, but also
about others,” Lane said.
CUWP also serves as a stepping-stone
for young people to join future casts of
Up with People. Campers who attend
CUWP will receive scholarships toward

the UWP fees for each year they attend a
CUWP.
While the program will be based
in Harrisonburg and will partner with
Horizons Learning Foundation, Lane
envisions other satellite CUWP programs
throughout the country and the world.
That’s only fitting considering UWP has
20,000-plus alumni from 95 countries.
CUWP will run for two three-week
sessions – Cast A: from June 26-July 16;
and Cast B: from July 24-Aug. 14. The
cost per session is $2,400 and includes
lodging and meals, transportation to and
from Dulles International Airport, activities and program materials, performance
production costs, field trips and service
projects. For more information, please
visit www.CampUpwithPeople.org

Operation Purple gives back to military families
Camp Horizons hosted 100 kids
from military families for a weeklong
Operation Purple Camp Aug. 15-21.
The camp, a program of the National
Military Family Association, was for
kids who have a parent who is deployed
or recently has been deployed.
In addition to regular camp activities, campers participated in a "Kids
Serve Too!" community service day,
where groups cleaned and sorted donations for the Gift and Thrift store;
picked peaches at a local orchard;
canned those peaches at the Keezletown
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Cannery and donated them to feed the homeless; pulled
weeds at Our Community Farm; and took cookies to
and learned about the operation of the Harrisonburg Fire
Department.
The camp featured a
Military Day, with special military-themed activities. Campers
also sent a one-minute video
of themselves to their parents,
worked on a special Operation
Purple quilt, and created a Wall
of Honor featuring pictures of
their deployed parents.

Memories

Words really can't capture the fun, friendship and non-stop
action of Summer 2010 at Camp Horizons. But pictures
can! So enjoy our scrapbook of summer memories.
At Camp Horizons, we are many, we are one!

Warm weather, cool water and
countless ways to enjoy them
both…. . . AQUATICS!
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Sports at Horizons . . .
So many exciting ways to get moving
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Fishing, biking, hiking, high and low challenge courses,
climbing wall and so much more . . .
Outdoors at Horizons!
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Special events at Hori
International Night, Ren
hikes and plenty of fas
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rizons . . . themed dances, pool parties,
naissance Faire, Horizons Games, weekend
st-paced fun for the whole camp!
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It's Showtime! Performing Arts at Camp Horizons!
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Artistic flair, creative energy . . .
Visual arts, Horizons style!
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Respect, conserve, reuse, recycle
Horizons stresses stewardship of the
environment with Nature and Green programs,
our garden and renewable energy
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Whether it's our Equestrian Camp for girls 9-14
or our optional horseback activities,
kids and horses are always a great
match at Horizons!
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Thanks to our great returning campers!
To our growing family of returning campers, thanks for making Camp
Horizons your summertime home!

2 years
Lauren Ahart, Max Aifer, Ryan Alweil,
Michael Baillie, Teddy Baker, Kate
Baney, Carlos Bannatyne, Brooke
Bernhardt, Skylar Blankenship, Ella
Bock, Guilemette Bodenreider, Olivia
Boieru, Carl Bradshaw, Caitlynn Brown,
Edward Brownfield, Monty Bullock,
Taylor Caskey, Kaylon Chladek, Alfredo
& Jorge Coll, Brooks Cooper, Gabrielle
Cooper, Kate Coughlin, Zach Crawford,
Ryan Crum, Isabelle Cullinane, Mitchell
Decker, Collin DeWaters, Kiki Dunlap,
Colton Edwards, Patrick Edwards,
Katherine Ellis, Carly & Julia Federman,
Alex & Nico Feldman, Nikita & Zoe
Fillacier, Jim Finley, Devin Flynn, Erica
Fontanilla, Maddie Fortin, Chase Fowler,
Thomas George, Ethan Goldenberg,
Dale Good, Kara Gordon, Sammy
Grandle, Anna Gregoriou, Daniel Gross,
Julia Gurdak, Jacob Haines, Jake Hall,
Zack Ham, Cary Hardwick, Victoria
Haver, Allison Ann Helmick, Alana &
Max Horan, Grace & Julia Howard,
Michelle Huey, Dominic Huffman,
Isabel Incorvati, Amy & Melissa Isaacs,
Morgan Jacobsohn, Bobby James, Maddie
Karwowski, Maya Keely, Senna Keesing,
Gunner Kent, Noelle Krahn, Annika
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Land, Nate Lavoy, Julia Lawton, Logan
Leake, Mallory Levenhagen, Graham
Liggan, Kathryn Machanic, Ginger
Mandel, Ella Marian, Isabelle Marshel,
Max & Shannon McNerney, Ellie Miller,
Karolyn Moore, Kelly Morrison, Bayley
& Sam Mowatt, Aiden & Sean Murphy,
Ben Neverov, Megan Niewold, Rachel
Novosel, Ravi Nuxoll, Colleen O'Brien,
Yomi Omogbehin, Brennan O'Reagan,
Bridget Owens, Maddie Ownby,
Sarah Palmer, Ellie Pare, Ben Passe,
Brandon Pearl, Andrew Rainger, Kirsten
Ridge, Jillian Riney, Becky Romano,
Ben Russell, Greta Schaaf, Catherine
Schmelter, Abby Schultz, Drew Seaman,
Rachel Sedehi, Angela Sese, Jin Sheeley,
Ally & Emma Slayton, Marta Soechting,
Nick Som, Emma Somer, Zachary Stone,
Carter & Wade Strain, Alex Tarr, Kendall
Thomas, Margherita Toselli, Brian &
Jared Tufts, Olivia Updike, Annie Washa,
Sam Washington, Amy Watkins, Suzy
Weigle, Graeme Werner, Krista White,
Morgan White, Megan Whitham, Erica
& Rachel Wilder, Tyler Wills, Emma
Woessner, Christian Yeman, Sarah Yoder

4 years
Adam Balick, Marlee Belford, Coline
Bodenreider, Holly Booker, Vinny
Carpinone, Casey Christoph, Holden
& Shane Cihelka, John Coates, Mela
Coffey, Will Cummins, Leila Ebrahimi,

Zachary Graves, Alex Haight, Sarah
Hall, Alex Huffman, Alex & Nick Iasso,
Lizzie Johnson, Megan & Sarah Kenny,
Noah Lederman, Abby Mayer, Andie
McGroarty, Simone McGuinness, Gaby
Moerman, Josie Mooring, Emma & Niko
Olson, Katherine Olson, Sam Passe,
Luke Pinney, Alec Reutter, Madeline
Reynolds, Artie Rodgers, Cassy Schaan,
Haley Shuford, Adam Simon, Franklin
Sivac, Alex & Garrett Smith, Greg &
Jacob Sternberg, Rebecca Sturm, Nadia
Terry, Tim Votaw, Brian Wallis, Jessie
Washington, Megan Williams, Steven
Williams

6 years
Katya Boner, Scott Braeman, Will Brown,
Will Clarke, Jack Dahill, Alec Decker,
Madison Edmunds, Logan Fraley, Nathan
Jester, Ben McGhee, Will Robinson,
Callie Smith, Kayla Van Scoy

7 years
Chloe & Mia Berry, Andy Bogorad,
Marshall Edmunds, Sam Kane, Chase
Lacy, Gina Lorenzetti, Katya Maslova,
Erin Walsh

8+ years
Sam Porter, Natalie Reneau, Kara
Grosbach, Maria Infante, Isabel Vera

Alumni News, Views and Happenings
1989

2003

2010

Jennifer Winder (1988-1989) worked
at camp this summer while her kids
Morgan, Mae, Anna and Grace Kunysz
attended for the first time!

Ashlee Droscher (2002-2003) and
three friends raised $11,000 for the
American Cancer Society by running the
Chicago Rock n’ Roll Half Marathon this
summer.

Director of Administration Kim Betts
(1998-2010) and Facility Manager Kenny
Betts (2002-2010), along with Brayden
and Brinley, will welcome a new baby
this winter.
Bill Wides (2006-2010) has started
law school at George Mason University.
Rayce Williams, Amanda Heaton,
Gustavo Calvi (2008-2010), Devin Hall
(2008-2010), Mike Bishop (2007, 2010),
Anna Buchanan (2008-2010), Kaylie
Metcalfe (2009-2010), Hannah Dunn
(2008-2010) and Jenny Walker (20092010) have been keeping busy working
with the Outdoor Learning Center here
at camp. They facilitate activities for all
kinds of groups and have been spending a
lot of time on the ropes course!
In addition to serving
on the OLC
staff this fall,
Amanda
Heaton
and Rayce
Williams
are planning
their wedding, Rayce and Amanda pose
for a not-quite official
scheduled for
engagement
picture at camp
May 14, 2011.

1995
Larry Swenson (1991-1995), former
camp director, was the keynote speaker at
the American Camp Association Virginias
section conference, held at Camp
Horizons in October.

1998
Claire Taylor (1997-1998) and husband Hugh are set to welcome their baby
any day now.

2001
Sandy Asbury Metcalf and Joel
Metcalf were married in June in New
York. They met at camp in 2001. Claire
Angell (20012003) was a
bridesmaid,
and Harry
Shaw also
attended.

Ashlee Droscher, second from left,
celebrates with her friends following the half
marathon.

2004
Aimee Woodill Payne (2001-2004)
and Andy Payne (2001-2004) will welcome their first child in the spring.

2005
Annie Metzger is working on her
Master’s in Nonprofit Studies at Arizona
State, and working at The Fiat House, a
coordinating office of Maggie’s Place, a
shelter for pregnant women.

2006

Pictured, left
to right, are
Sandy, Claire
and Joel.

Nick Searle and Lindsey Whittaker
are engaged and planning a summer wedding for 2011.

2002
In July, Danica Kilander (2001-2002)
donated one of her kidneys to Olivia, a
first-grader in Seattle, Wash., who needed
a transplant. Both are doing well!

2007
Meg Myrick (2003, 2005-2007) is
starting a new job as assistant director of
recreation services at Northern Illinois
University.

2008

this summer!

Several members of our Summer 2010
staff took a road trip across the United
States after camp, and stopped in Makoti,
N.D., to visit Lori Ostrem and Trek.
Pictured below, left to right, front, are
David Snowdon, Lucy Mathews, Lori
Ostrem with Trek, and back, Graham
Hollingdale, Devin Hall and Claire
Grove.

Jen Thomas stopped by this summer
for a visit. Jen is teaching full-time in
England and running several afterschool
programs.

2009

Danica and Olivia share a laugh.

Marshall Tuck worked at our
Operation Purple camp the last week
of our summer season after spending all
summer at Virginia Tech.
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Via Ferrata offers rock climbing adventure
Endless Horizons, the parent company
of Camp Horizons, is pleased to add an
exciting new outdoor recreational opportunity to the Horizons family – the Via
Ferrata rock climbing adventure at Nelson
Rocks Preserve near Circleville, W.Va.
For several years, our Leadership

campers have enjoyed the Via
Ferrata as a part of their program. This summer, we extended
that optional activity to our
Explorer campers.
The Via Ferrata is a guided
experience on a ¾-mile-long
rock-climbing route that features
metal rungs, steel cables and a
permanently installed safety system. This unique design makes
airy gaps and ascending rock
faces, areas normally reserved
for the experienced rock climber,
accessible to those without technical rock
climbing skills. The Via Ferrata, for participants 13 years and older, requires no
previous rock climbing experience but is
strenuous and challenging. The rewards
are spectacular views of the rugged mountains of West Virginia, the camaraderie of
shared accomplishments and the exhilaration of scaling two massive “fins” of
Tuscarora Quartzite hundreds of feet high.
The Via Ferrata is open daily,
March-November, weather permitting,
by appointment only. Individuals and
groups are welcome. For more information, please check out their web site,
VisitViaFerrata.com, or call
1-877-435-4VIA (4842).

Help us keep in
touch with our
growing CH family
We love to hear from our ever-growing
Camp Horizons family, so keep in touch.
Let us know what's happening in your life
and who of your Camp Horizons friends
you keep in touch with. Stop by for a visit,
drop us a line or e-mail us to update your
address, send information or share any
alumni news. Please send news and photos
to Alumni@HorizonsVA.com. Also visit
our Alumni Page on our web site to see if
you have contact information for any of
the staff listed there.

Thanks for the great summer. . .
See you in 2011!
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22802
Phone: (800) 729-9230
Fax: (540) 896-5455
www.CampHorizonsVA.com
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